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I can read Glas as an ancestral rite.
More than half of the Hegel column discusses Hegel's work on the
family, even in such early works as The Spirit of Christianity,where he
suggests that the true pleroma of love and the family became possible
with Christianity,the revealed religion of a Holy Family.' He records
Pompey's surprisethat the crypt in the Jewishtabernacle was empty, that
there was nothing behind the veil. Derridahas often dwelt on the power
of the veil as an image in terms of truth as aletheia or unveiling, a notion
sustained from Plato through Hegel and Heidegger.2 In Glas that image
of Truth is associated with the Father. The words derriere les rideaux
(behind the curtainor veil) remind Derridaof the name of his own father,
recently deceased at the time of writing [80b]. Hegel is himself a sort of
father in this text: "Towork in the name of Hegel, [... ] I have chosen to
draw on [ ... ] the law of the family"[10a].And, in the passage from Glas
quoted below, Derrida might be instructing the Christianfather who
wrote in The Spiritof Christianitythat filial love does indeed inform the
cryptderriereles rideaux(in the name of the Jewishfatherand behind the
veil) in the tabernacle; he describes the whole undertaking of Glas in
terms of that love:
1 "The Spiritof
Christianityand its Fate," EarlyTheological Writings,tr. T. M.
Knox(Philadelphia:Universityof PennsylvaniaPaperback1971),pp. 182-301.As he
drawsmany conclusions fromthese early,often by-passed Hegelian writings,Derridahints at an approachto an author'swhole corpus. First,"whatone finds there
[in the early work] in fact is presented at once as a seed and as a set of invariant
traitsof the system" [28a]. But also, "the Hegelian tree thus turns upon itself, the
old Hegel is the fatherof the young Hegel only in order to have been his son, his
great-grandson."[97a]. The relationshipof partand whole is an independent Derridean concern.
2 See, for three
examples among many, "Ladouble s~ance," LaDissemination
(Paris:Seuil, 1972),pp. 217, 219, 221.
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In Algeria, in the middle of a mosque that the colonists had changed
into a synagogue, the Torah, once out from derriere les rideaux, is carried
about in the arms of a man or a child [ ... ]. Children who have watched the
pomp of this celebration, especially those who were able to give a hand,
perhaps dream of it long after, of arranging there all the bits of their life.
What am I doing here? Let us say that I work at the origin of literature by
miming it. Between the two. [268b-269b]
(The passage is also, perhaps, "in the name of Genet." What should one make of
these lines from Our Lady of the Flowers? "When the rabbi slowly unrolls the Torah,
a mystery sends a shudder through the whole epidermis, as when one sees a colonist
[a prisoner] undressing. The grimacing of all that blue on a white skin imparts an
obscure but potent glamor to the child who is covered with it, as a neutral, pure
column becomes sacred under the notches of the hieroglyphs" [Our Lady of the
Flowers, tr. Bernard Frechtman (New York: Grove Press, 1963), p. 223].)
Inspired by the absence of Father or Truth behind the veil, the Jewish child
arranges his autobiography in that place. I, says Derrida, work likewise. I produce
the curious "origin" of literature-whose
presence is constituted by an originary
re-presentation-through
miming. As the father's phallus works in the mother's
hymen, between two legs, so Glas works at origins, between two columns, between
Hegel and Genet. This work will mime the graphic that the father (n)ever inseminates
and by which the mother is (n)ever ravished. Derrida will attempt to place the son's
(his own) signature as a mourning for his natural father and a celebration of Hegel
through the "bastard path of love" [12a].
For to correct Hegel (in the matter of filial love or otherwise) is to celebrate him,
to be Hegelian. The text of Aufhebung is properly read by aufheb-ing it, destroying it
to preserve it. Toward the end of Glas, Derrida will come (almost) to eat Hegel as
Saturn (almost) ate Jupiter and thus try to change Hegel's Seminar (a seed-plot, a
school for turning the son into a father) into a Saturnalia, where master and slave
exchange places provisionally. By a stroke of his autobiographical D, he would
change semination into dis-semination, sowing into scattering. Paradoxically, to eat
Father thus is not merely to scatter but in-corporate-the
best way to mourn and
heal, as both "Mourning and Melancholia" and the Eucharist teach.
On the last page of Glas [291b], Derrida seems to claim Nietzsche as his "absolute ancestor" (or to identify himself with Zarathustra) by repeating Zarathustra's
song before sunrise. ["Thus Spoke Zarathustra," Basic Writings of Nietzsche, tr.
Walter Kaufmann 'New York: Modern Library, 1968), p. 678]. This ancestor is also
incorporated. Derrida might be undertaking to rewrite, through his own signature,
Nietzsche's autobiographical project at the end of Ecce Homo: "Dionysos Against
the Crucified." Derrida will try to place his name "between the two" (Genet against
Hegel?). Here is the end of Glas's Hegel column: "A time for perfecting and adding
together the resemblance between Dionysos and Christ. Between the two (already
[deja]) is elaborated in sum the origin of literature." Deja is a crypt of his own
signature-yes (in German) to the D (in French)-which cannot, like the "origin" of
literature, be a presence, since the word deja means, always, already.
Thus Glas might toll for these three ancestors: the natural father, Hegel,
Nietzsche. (Genet, as we shall see, is not so much a father as a mother's son.) I can
read the autobiographical attempt-the
insertion of a signature-as an ancestral
the countersignature of the fathers, so that the contract (seing)
rite-counterfeiting
which is the book may be validated. [See "Signature Evenement Contexte," Marges:
de la philosophie (Paris: Seuil, 1972) pp. 390-393; translated as "Signature Event
Context," tr. Samuel Weber and Jeffrey Mehlman," Glyph, 1, No. 1 (1977), 172-197].

Nicholas Abraham and Maria Torok have developed the thematics of incorporation into the idea of cryptonymy, a gesture of mourning. Reading Derrida's Introduc-
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tion to their Cryptonymie: Le Verbier de I'Homme aux loups, [Paris: Flammarion,
1976] I am moved to think that he chooses the fiction of cryptonymy as the means of
the dispersal of the signature and the revelation of autobiography. Autobiography
can be a mourning for the perpetual loss of the name-one's proper word-thing. The
capitalized proper names of Hegel and Genet are also often inserted into the language as the common names of the imperial eagle (aigle) and of the flower of the
broom (gendt): "His signature [ . . ] will envelope this corpus but will no doubt not
be comprised-understood-there"
[7a].
Rereading the case of the Wolfman, Abraham and Torok consult a Russian dictionary. They feel they have discovered "how one can be brought to take the same
attitude towards certain words as towards things, that is to say Objects, and how
such word-Objects tip up the topology (la topique) to the point that incorporation
appears as a measure of autotherapy." [Abraham and Torok, p. 112. Translations
from this text are my own.]. I can read Glas as a fiction of Derrida's proper name
turning into a thing, of an autobiographical autotherapy or interminable self-analysis
against the self-duping of self-sovereignty, crypting the signature so that it becomes
impossible to spell it out.
The crypt is a false unconscious created within the ego where the name is held
as a thing. It is a simulacrum of the for interieur-"the inner heart, 'the tribunal of
conscience', subjective interiority" ["Fors: the Anglish Words of Nicolas Abraham
and Maria Torok, tr. Barbara Johnson, Georgia Review, 31, No. 1 (1977), 64]. Derrida
might be speaking of his own autobiographical desire in Glas: "The word [ ... ],
forbidden because it would betray the scene of the encrypted desire, would be
replaced not by a single other word, nor by a thing, but by translations, into words or
into rebus-symptoms, or one of its allosemes" [Ibid., p. 47]. And of the Wolfman:
"Something like his proper name is what his cryptonyms kept secret. Cryptonymy is
said first of his proper name" [p. 52]. I can read deja as a fictive cryptonym-for the
always already assumed ground of the self that can never yet be grasped; read
derriere les rideaux as a cryptic rebus for the name of his father, the same as one's
own, but not quite; or read "Dionysos Erigone Eriopetale Reseda" [129b] as his own
name crypted in the language of Genet's flowers. There are, of course, innumerable
examples of such cryptonymy in the text.
In both columns, Glas describes itself architecturally; capital, pyramid, pillar,
belfry and so on. Derrida's description of the crypt in Verbier seems resonant: "like
pillars, beams, studs, and retaining walls [the contradiction of libidinal forces] supports the internal resistance of the vault" [Fors . . .," p. 68].
"To track down the path to the tomb, then to violate a sepulcher; that is what
the analysis of a cryptic incorporation is like" ["Fors . .," p. 97]. If Glas is a crypt for a
name, such a violation should describe its reading/writing (counter-signing by the
reader) as well. Or, as Derrida writes there: "Even if we could reconstitute, bit by bit,
the emblem or the signature of a proper name, it would be only to take out, as from a
tomb someone buried alive, the very thing that neither Genet nor I would ever
succeed in signing, in attaching to the lines of a flourish" [191b].
Much of Glas is, then, this counter-fiction: to analyse the cryptonym, to spell the
author's signature. The debris of d-words is scattered all over the pages. Derrida
describes (ddcrit), writes d (d6-6crit), and cries d (d6-crit). "Here is what I say that I
do. I describe [ddcris]. [254b]. He plays a hide-and seek game with the timing of a
proper name that is already given, and the d of the spelling of his own: "everything is
always attacked from the back [de dos], written described from behind
[derriere]
[ . .. . am already [deja] (dead)" [quoting Ecce Homo here: On the Genealogy of
Morals .I
and Ecce Homo, tr. Walter Kaufmann (New York: Vintage Books, 1969), p.
222]. "1 am, to express it in the form of a riddle, already dead as my father" signifies
that I am behind. Absolutely behind, the Behind that will never be seen from in
front, the Already which nothing will have preceded, which has therefore conceived
and given birth to itself, but as corpse or glorious body. To be behind, it is to be
before all else-in rupture with symmetry. I excise myself-take shelter behind-I
bleed at the bottom of the page" [97b]. Often the possibility of cryptonymy makes
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so-called philosophical language play with autobiography: for instance: "Religion
represents deja (the name) of philosophy" [244a].
Only half fancifully, I can say that the proper name is crypted in the fold in the
middle of the bi-cameral Glas page. That layout would remind us of undecidability.
And a definite layout of undecidability is what Derrida likes about the concept of the
crypt: "The inner safe (the Self) has placed itself outside the crypt, or [ . . ] has
constituted 'within itself' the crypt as an outer safe. One might go on indefinitely
switching the place names around in this dizzying topology (the inside as the outside
of the outside, or of the inside; the outside as the inside, or of the outside, etc.), but
total con-fusion is not possible. The parietal partitions are very solid" ["Fors . . .," p.
75].
Glas is more than a discourse on method. Its layout has to be read as a rebus. I
think this is what Derrida means on the first Hegel page: "This is-a legend. Not a
fable: a legend." A fable is to be spoken, a legend read. I can read Glas not merely as
a story or an argument but as a significant typographic design. This is an important
aspect of the play of the book. I mention it often, but not often enough. The coup de
de (stroke of the d) is, in this sense, a repeat performance of the typographic play in
Mallarme's Coup de des. I remind myself that "legend" relates to "lecture" or
reading, tolexie, to dialectics, to prolegomenon; that it is an explanatory inscription,
and through the common root, legein, it turns logos into writing.
And I remind myself that, although with no particular theoretical precision, Jean
Genet had written: "My life must be a legend, in other words, legible, and the
reading of it must give birth to a certain new emotion which I call poetry. I am no
longer anything, only a pretext" [The Thief's Journal, tr. Bernard Frechtman (New
York: Grove Press, 1964), p. 119].
(On the Genet side, the two-columned layout of Genet's Ce qui est reste d'un
Rembrandt dechire en petits carres bien reguliers, et foutu aux chiottes is described
[Oeuvres compltes (Paris: Gallimard, 1968), IV, pp. 18-31]. Writing of his own book in
Genet's name (as the cryptomaniac must do), Derrida gives us some of the theoretical substance of the layout, some of what it "means": to place the thin knife of the
style(us) between words, the signature-game, the meaning of nomination. Geoffrey
Hartman has written brilliantly on this in his three pieces on Glas [Geoffrey H.
Hartman, "Monsieur Texte: On Jacques Derrida, His Glas," Georgia Review, 29, No.
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4 (1975), 759-797; "Monsieur Texte II: Epiphany in Echoland," Georgia Review, 30,
No. 1 (1976), 169-97; "Crossing Over: Literary Commentary as Literature," Comparative Literature, 38, No. 3 (1976), 268-276].)
I can read the legend of the layout of Glas as the legend of the fold (pli) and the
blank (blanc). This is the description of the structure of reading and writing given in
"La double seance" [La Dissemination (Paris: Seuil, 1972), pp. 199-318]. Each page is
folded dissymmetrically down the middle, for Hegel and Genet can never be identical. The equation is never balanced, reading and writing never coincide, and the
page is never quite folded up. In the middle is the entrelantre (between/cave), the
brisure (hinge), the angle or crack of the hymen. The two columns of Glas must of
course be read as two hollow phalloi perpetrating disseminatory texts, two phallic
columns tattooed so as to become habitations.3 I am suggesting that the layout can
also be read as a discharge of dissemination into the (n)ever-ravished fold of the
hymen. The little pigeon-holes on the page, often open-ended, as much as the
"disarticulations of the word," would be a legend of that irretrievable dispersion.
Each page would be the blink of an insatiable cunt: "The hymen always opens a book
of writing, it implies the pen. [ . . . ] Dissemination into the fold of the page. [ ... ]
There is no aletheia," no truth absolutely, identically and inevitably revealed by the
page, "only a wink of the hymen." Dissemination, "through the seminal jet of the
coup de dcs," misbegets the wayward signature [LaDissemination, p. 317]; taking his
cue from Genet, Derrida exhorts the reader: "I propose that one try everywhere to
replace the verb to be by the verb to bind" [151b]. The French verb is bander, literally
"to bind," meaning in slang "to get a hard on," and suggesting "double bind": the
special problem of positing presence within the philosophy of deconstruction. The
verb suggests as well the preparation of the body for burial, the ancestral rite of the
shroud. To be is to bind and to mourn death, to be in a double bind, to be erect (thus
to risk a fall, to "make life" and thus to desire the ground ...). "The secret angle of
the folding is also a miniscule tomb "[La Dissemination, p. 291]. La Voix et le
phdnomcne: to say "I am" is to say "I am dead" [Speech and Phenomena, tr. David
B. Allison (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1973), p. 97].
The image of the legend in this book is also of a passing bell tolling the glas,
oscillating dissysmetrically from one column to another with a vertiginous moment
in between. It is a legend of dissemination-in-hymen, and of the encrypted signature. It could be called a legend of supplementarity (itself). One of the joys of the
book is to discover how carefully and yet how seemingly at random two texts are
different as Hegel's and Genet's are orchestrated; how if one decides to concentrate
on one column the eye is drawn by the other; how the seeming exposition in the
Hegel section seems upheld yet undone by the unruly Genet column: "an infinite
exchange of two columns that look back at each other" [53b]. The "and" of "Hegel
and Genet" shows itself again and again to be "Hegel is (almost) Genet is (almost)
Hegel [ ... ]" and so on indefinitely. The copula blossoms into a supplement, for the
reader is caught in the angle between subject and predicate-the crack in between.
[See "Le Supplement de copule: ia philosophie devant la linguistique," Marges de la
philosophie, pp. 209-46]. The reader's eye, the writer's pen, and the word shuttle
back and forth. Derrida echoes the quiet violence of the Heideggerian reversal: "the
jug is a thing" ["The Thing," Poetry, Language, Thought, tr. Albert Hofstadter (New
York: Harper & Row, 1971), 168]. Derrida: "the shuttle is the word" [232b] between
langue (tongue) and lagune (lake/lacuna).
(The distinction between legend and what is legended is provisional of course.
In "La double seance" Derrida shows Mallarmd's text miming-what cannot be
"Le Style di-phallique de Jacques Derrida"
3 One of the early reviews of Glas is entitled
[Francois Laruelle, Critique, 31, No. 314 (1975), 320-39]. Laruelle does not pursue the question
of the "legend" in Glas. Nonetheless, this somewhat random remark seems to me interesting:
"The deconstruction of the phallic columns of India supposes that writing, technique of the
impossible passage or impracticable peninsula [ ... ] transits between West and East [ ... ].
There is no question of choice [between India and China] for ]. D. He traces a legend [... ]"
[p. 323].
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mimed. In "The White Mythology," he argues the impossibility of finding the ground
of the purely metaphorical or, the purely true ["The White Mythology: Metaphor in
the Text of Philosophy," tr. F. C. T. Moore, New LiteraryHistory, 6, No. 1 (1974), 5-75].
In all metametaphorics there is always one metaphor in excess or one short. Those
arguments would inform any legend of the legend.)
This graphic of supplementarity is the structure that, even as it inhabits all
so-called proper names, cannot be properly named. Derrida's chief care has been to
fabricate a chain of substitutions or nicknames for this (non)presence: writing, differance, dissemination, hymen, parergon, graft, deconstruction.4 As the names are
made, the readership grasps them, gives them currency, capitalizes them, makes
them master words. Derrida would like to restore the lower case, give back the word
to the common language. His reading of the poetry of Francis Ponge was much taken
by Ponge's project to insert his own proper name into the body of the mother
tongue.5 Glas's autographic play is often in this sense a nicknaming or minusculing
of the authors' majuscule signatures. It seems satisfying that with aigle-genet, the
outline of the sun-watching aquiline philosopher and an anthographist poet is
guarded as it is surrendered. Freud had seen the un in unheimlich as a mark of
repression. With a cryptomaniac's occulted reasoning, Derrida wonders if the circumflex in genet might be the floral crown that "antherects" "Mary-Jocasta into
Oedipus" [193-194b]. Genet's phrase "je m'ec" ("je m'ec . . . my own regard that I
encountered in a glass [glace/glas], by inadvertence and in the solitude and forgetfulness of myself") might be the nickname of man---mec is French slang for "guy"inhabited and amputated by the structure of writing : je m'6crit. [Rembrandt, p. 22]
(In fact, the Sa and the IC, and the look of Glas's pages, might be part of this
nicknaming drive. I do of course agree with Hartman's reading of Sa (Derrida's contraction of the Hegelian Savoir absolu or absolute knowledge) as signifier and id
[ca], while retaining my own earlier suggestion that it might be a pronoun possessing an undefined feminine object, and noticing Derrida's expansion of IC (Immaculate Conception as well as Categorical Imperative) into the ego (ICH) and Christ the
Fish (ICHTHYOS) [Grammatology, p. xxxvii; Derrida, + R (pardessus le marchO)
(Paris; Editions Galilee, 1975), pages unmarked]. But I can also read them as the
bricolage of everyday note-taking, the nicknaming metonymic contractions to which
we subject the oftenest-used proper names and concepts of our study. The proper
surface of the printed text of our writing never carries the crosshatching and tattooing of the page worked over in our study.)
Derrida coins nicknames prodigally in Glas, especially in the Genet half, understandably buoyed by Genet's own concern with the nicknames of his homosexual
protagonists. Examples can be multiplied. Gaine and antherection have caught my
eye.
Gaine. A sheath that can embrace a glaive (sword) and can turn inside out, so
the
that you cannot tell the inside from the outside. The first move-reversal;
second-the
displacement that leads to undecidability. It appears in many guises in
Glas: "The tongue remains in the gaine, thus the argument of the gaine envelopes
all that, like a glove or a flower, turns upon itself in all senses or in an upside-down
way without losing a certain form. That alone again permits the aponeurotic effects
the
of language" [256b]. This discourse is as theoretical as it is playful-undoing
a
means
and
"white, shining,
fantasy. "Aponeurosis"
opposition between theory
fibrous membrane, sometimes serving as the sheath of a muscle, sometimes forming
the connection between a muscle and tendon." The word will help Derrida to designate an approach that is other than neurotic or Oedipus-centered.

4For the idea of the nickname see Of Grammatology, tr. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976), p. 93.
"Signeponge," Digraphes, 197. "Certain premises are advanced there: most importantly

about the law of the thing, the law of the name, the apparentasymmetryof the contract,the event
of the signature, and the desire of the proper" [p. 17]. See also Francis Ponge: Colloque de
Cerisy (Paris: Union generale d'Editions, 1977) pp. 115-144.
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Antherection. A neologism, both anther-erection and anti-erection. Derrida
writes elaborately upon the reproductive manoeuvres of flowers, taking off from
Genet's preoccupation with flowers. "It is on the subject of the seed," writes Derrida, "the fertilized ovule, that one believes one can properly speak of dissemination
(with angiosperms [plants with seeds enclosed in a seed-vessel] or gymnosperms
[plants with 'naked seeds'])." How neatly that "properly" is neither true nor false
here, since Derrida's reader must strain to pull "dissemination" into the "figurative"
application to textuality and indeed treat the latter as "literal" with the flower as
"figure!" "The seeds are sometimes projected in every direction by the bursting of
the fruit. More often, they escape through cracks or holes opened in its walls, and
the wind or animals scatter them [ . . ]. Dormancies can be true or false" [279b].
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Within this version of the legend, antherection describes the cracked doubling (or
reversal-displacement) structure. First as the time of dissemination, for the fall of the
anther must precede fertilization: "All this for nothing, for no effective insemination. The anther is the garment that encloses the pollen before fertilization. [ . . ]
What we shall from now on call antherection: time of the erection countered
[contra-band], cut down by its contrary-in the place of the flower. Enanthiose [pun
on enantiosis: saying one thing and meaning the opposite]. The repeated cutting
crosses over indefinitely upon itself. Whence this effect of capitalization [columning
as well as hoarding] but also of unlimited effusion. If erection is inhabited by contraband" [146-149b]. And second, as the carrier of a certain logic: "Antherection of
the style [at least textual, calligraphic, and floral] en abyme. [ ..
] In terms of
arboriculture, it is literally the coupe sombre [pollarding = allowing to grow by
truncation]" [156b].
Antherection is, then, a nickname for the detumescence that lets the seed fly,
where castration enables a sort of life to proliferate and continue as it is indefinitely
diffused, a nickname or the structure of the absence-presence of the "thing" in the
sign. Like dissemination and hymen, it questions the usefulness of thinking castration as the origin and end of signification. This rewriting of a certain Oedipianized
psychoanalysis frames Glas. One of many authorial directions to the reader will
anticipate that reading: "play at replacing remaining by binding, remains by bind.
You will begin by thinking that it is an event, a case, let us rather say an occurrant.6
6
"Thecase" is a Derrideanproblematic. It recalls the pragma(act, affair),the singularityof a
case in jurisprudence,looking back to a precedent and forwardto a verdict,lodged between the
supposed continuity of meaning and the supposed meaninglessness of the thing.
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One must not simplify the logic of antherection. It does not erect itself against or in
spite of castration, in despite of the wound or the infirmity, castrating castration. It
binds, castration [ca bande, la castration; the placing of the comma makes subject
and predicate interchangeable here]. The infirmity itself is bandaged or bound [se
panse: pun on se pense = "is thought"] to bind itself. That it is which, as one still
says in the old language, produces erection: a prosthesis ['all theses are prostheses,'
Derrida writes elsewhere in the book; or any Satz (sentence or proposition),
ersatz (242b)] which no event of castration will have preceded. The structure of the
prosthesis belongs to intumescence. Nothing stands up otherwise" [156b-157b].
The most resonant nickname is Glas. What is glas? Like all other things or names,
it resists the question: what is . . .? Yet, although Derrida will not allow Le Glas, a
book's title perseveres as a proper name. One can only promise to remind oneself of
the caution: "GI remains under sheath [sous la gaine]" [261b].
Why "gl"? Because, at least in one reckoning, the unrestrained economy of Glas
the sepulchral tolling7 by which the
goes from the dictionary meaning-"knell,"
is
declared
to
be
mere
and
thus
not
corpse
body
given significance-to the sound of
the spit in the throat and the death rattle; in fact, to all the sticky agglutinative
gurgling of the body as such. Reading with Derrida involves a perpetual undoing of
the intelligibility-corporeality hierarchy that this range conceals. At one end of the
oscillation, the Wartburg lexicon and other authoritative dictionaries are invoked
lengthily to give us a history of the many significations of glas and kindred words;
glas is deciphered in many tongues, Indo-european and otherwise. At the other are
many warnings like the following: "It is not a word-gl hoists up the tongue but does
not set store by it [n'y tient pas-does
not depend on it] and always lets it fall back,
does not belong to it-even less a name, hardly a propername [proprenom: i.e., also,
a pre-given name]." [263b].
The business with the dictionaries reminds me of a certain Freud, who, saying he
is "following the reverse course" of his actual "investigation," begins his essay on
the Uncanny with a list of dictionary entries. Is it to give us a sense of the tenuousness of the web of lexical certitude that holds our confidence in the word, as J.L.
Austin does in "A Plea for Excuses?" [Philosophical Papers, ed. J.O. Urmson and G. J.
Warnock, second edition, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970) pp. 201-203]. Or is
it to assure us that it is in "the area of signifying convention" that "peace negotiations" are opened with the reader? ["The Insistence of the Letter in the Unconscious," tr. Jan Miel, Structuralism, ed. Jacques Ehrmann (New York: Anchor Books,
1970), p. 134]. Not quite either. It is rather to "play" with the word, deconstruct the
phantasm of its authority, even as emphasis is laid on the mystery of etymology:
"Perhaps one will think that I use Littr6 too much. I use it, it is the word that I'm
looking for. Not to lean on it, but to play with it. Genetically" [258b]
Dissemination often seems only to break the word apart, deconstruction to
constitute a metaphysics of the absence or denial of origins. The autobiographical
enterprise of Glas engages the other side of the economy of dissemination and
deconstruction, and marks the legend, between two columnar legs, of the place of
the ancestor and of origin: "Everything begins in the folds of a citation" ["La Dissemination," La Dissemination, p. 351]. Appropriately, then, glas does not simply
break apart, but puts together with agglutination, the sticky glue of spit and sperm,
the tricky trap (glu) of meaning. In "La Differance," Derrida had argued at length that
nothing could be unique or unitarily proper, it was always not quite there, not quite
that. He reminds us of that as he stresses the joining rather than merely scattering
power of glas. "The detached [play on his own 'd' there] remains stuck there [par li],
by the glue of differance, by the a [par I'a]. The a of gl agglutinates the differing
detacheds. The scaffold of the A is gluant [trapping]" [189b]. Especially in the Genet
section, Derrida often breaks up a word in mid-sentence to insert a seemingly unrelated passage that looks like an indented quotation or a marginalium. Having coped

7I should like to preserve the typo which gave me "sepulchral souling" in place of "sepulchral tolling."
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with the break, the reader must perform a joining, go back to the cut, put the word
back together, and continue the sentence. As the book notes in a little marginalium
commenting on a passage in Genet: "as always the semantic necessity, giving rise to
a hermeneutics, a semiotics, indeed a psychoanalysis, remains undeniably suspended on the chance of a so-called formal or signifying agglutination" [165b].
This is of course not a method one could follow or apply. This discourse would
put the distinction between method and application into question. Yet glas does call
for a different style of writing, that "plural" style whose need Derrida invoked in 1968
["The Ends of Man," Tr. Edouard Morot-Sir et al, Philosophical and Phenomenological Research, 3, No. 1 (1969), 57]. And, to read all these open ended lines of writing at
the same time calls for a different style of reading. Sometimes the effect of a suspended, agglutinative writing-reading where words break only to join differently
leads to apparently unbroken passages of glas-style. If this were an exegetical essay, I
would spend time unpacking such paragraphs only to declare the inevitable defeat of
each such unpacking. But of course, Derrida's assumption is that glas operates also
in and around the interstices of the most orthodox-seeming texts, and Glas is only a
legending of glas.
If Glas is a tattoing [267b], it turns the brute body into a writing-surface. It is a
sewing-work that stitches citations onto a text and leads to a reading that sublates
(and is sublated by) the text: "We are however wary of the textile metaphor. It still
keeps ... ] a sort of virtue of naturality, of originarity, of property. At least it is more
natural, originary, and proper than that of sewing. The latter happens to what is
already an artefact" [233b]. Thus in the Genet column, sewn over with citations. And,
in the Hegel column, read sublatingly: "That it is submitted to the law of which it is
the law, this is what gives to the structure of the Hegelian system a very tortuous and
hard to grasp form" [139a].
If glas is fart, belch and death rattle, it is the body's most intimate speech. But it
is also that which constricts the orifice, and the writing in short spurts that characterizes most of Glas might be a peristaltic legend that produces the fecal column:
"gl: the stricture of the orifice-gullet of strangling-informs a block of casein, for
example, a belch, a fart, a remains to make in all cases it falls" [286b].
Between 100b and 112b, with the help of dictionary entries, Derrida relates glas
to class, classic, classum. This is the side of glas where Hegel stands with his querulous imperial visage, and where Derrida, Melville-like, gathers botanical lore to catch
Genet in the net of catachresis. Here also the question of the signature is posed in
yet another way. The so-called proper name is not only always already a nickname. It
is also always already common, for "to be proper" is to belong to the class "proper."
"It would go otherwise if the signature were nothing but an effect of glas, otherwise
stated a classification, a network of more than one name" [192b].
Glas, then, tries to undo the hierarchy between body and mind, inviting us to
oscillate between Hegel and Genet, the classic classifier and the masturbating fartartist, and see how far they are accomplices through a necessary self-betrayal.
I have proposed a way of reading Glas that can be summarized as follows:
If we are always surrendered to an economy of our contrary, to deny the father is
yet another way to affirm him. Glas takes the counter-risk of celebrating the ancestory.
The ideology of deconstruction can turn into an instrument of the will to power
as diagnostic knowledge of the text's transgression; or into a seductive invitation, a
longing for the abyss, a scorn of firm ground, the euphoria of falling (which desires a
ground). Glas takes the counter-risk of autobiography and self-analysis-however
of the question "'what remains?" when formalism has enclosed or
multiple-and
deconstruction undone a text; and "what remains" after Aufhebung, after the idealization that undoes idealization? Glas supplements the propositional convention of
philosophical analysis and the expository convention of literary criticism with the
rebus or legend.
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"In very subtle instances [of fetishism] both the disavowal and the affirmation of
the castration have found their way into the construction of the fetish itself. [ ... ]
Analysis showed that [a certain fetish] signified that women were castrated and that
they were not castrated; and it also allowed the hypotheses that men were castrated.
[ ... ] A fetish of this sort, doubly derived from contrary ideas, is of course especially
durable. [ ... ] His [the coupeur de natte's] action contains in itself the two mutually
incompatible assertions: 'the woman has still got a penis' and 'my father has castrated the woman' " [Sigmund Freud, The Standard Edition of the Complete
Psychological Works, ed. James Strachey, (London: Hogarth Press, 1961), vol. 21, pp.
156-157].
This passage comes at the end of Freud's essay "Fetishism." Derrida discusses
briefly Hegel's notion of fetishism as a savage pre-religion [232a] and plunges into
Genet's fetish-ridden world of indefinite sexual ambiguity and phallic substitutes,
and touches thus on the Freudian passage: "The fetish no longer has a rigorously
decidable status. Glas of phallogocentrism. [ . . . ] It is the argument of the gaine.
[ .]. ] Pendulum in the belfry, the fetish oscillates-" [252b-255b].
If the fetish can mean both the castration and the non-castration of the mother,
the knell [glas] of the law [logos] of the phallus as transcendental signified is
sounded. The writing of dissemination-hymen ("male" with "female"), or "antherection" ("erection" with "castration") would fit in here.
But the submission of phallogocentrism (everything means the phallus; everything comes out of the logos) to the (non-) rule of glas is also a whole other agon: the
family-structure against the schizo, whose best-known account is the Anti-Oedipe
[Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, Capitalism and Schizophrenia: Anti-Oedipus, tr.
Robert Hurley et al, (New York: Viking, 1977)].
Freud's boldest discovery was that the unconscious produced an unending and
uncoded flow. His most abject surrender was to misrepresent this uncoded production as the inevitable expression of the same scenario: variations on the Oedipus
story. Turning the factory of the unconscious into the Greek theater was a gesture
mired in the history of capitalism. (Melanie Klein, revolutionary in her articulation of
the notion of the part object, was drawn in by this history, and subjected the part
object to an ideology of the whole.) Lacan's boldest gesture was to see the unconscious as using the structure of signification to subvert semiosis-the
indefinite
His
to
the
of
the
a.
subtlest
surrender:
raise
the
case
of
autre to
object
production
the Autre, thus bringing in the Oedipal play of localized desire.
The story of Oedipus is here the telos of all tales. Its obverse is the argument that
in the awareness of castration-the entry into the Oedipal phase-is the arche of all
understanding of meaning.
Against this current of the curbing of free production into the expression of a
story of subjugation and guilt, Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari propose an analysis
that will not find in every story the story of Oedipus, but rather will take the process
of schizophrenia as its guide and model.
The Anti-Oedipus is a powerful polemical book. It recognizes Oedipus as a
mighty contender, and then attempts to situate him and his family history as a
problem rather than a solution. As such the book cannot satisfactorily account for its
own massive reliance upon Oedipus to develop an anti-Oedipal interpretation, and
its own presentation of the inevitability of Oedipus, especially in chapters two and
three. Also, having repudiated Oedipus, Deleuze and Guattari must perforce be
against hermeneutic interpretation. "Art and science have a revolutionary potentiality [ . . . ] and this potentiality appears all the more as one wonders less what they
mean, from the point of view of signifieds or of a signifier necessarily reserved for
specialists" [Anti-Oedipus, pp. 454-455 of the French edition (Minuit, 1972); translation forthcoming]. Yet the enterprise of determining the desiring machines in and of
a text, or determining the relationship between the preconscious reactionary and
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unconscious revolutionary charge of a certain phenomenon of production, does in
fact involve historiographical hermeneutics.
This is a species of double bind, although the writers of Anti-Oedipus would
repudiate Bateson's notion of the double bind as based on too clinical a picture of
the schizophrenic [p. 366]. And a double bind can be turned into an enabling rather
than a disabling situation by the earlier Derridian gesture of the sous rature [Of
Grammatology, pp. xiii-xviii]. But I am reading Glas as a legend of a constant nonrature, of the dizzy swinging that the rature would take care of by a simple graphic
mark-allowing language to remain legible as it is erased. As such, it situates a
certain oedipus and gives us a view of the family on the one hand and the flow-andcut of the aponeurotic discourse on the other. The choice is not made between the
neurotic and the schizophrene. Glas shuttles between the two, and, for a while, the
discourse of the reversible sheath would become aponeurotic.
I can read the Hegel column as the discourse of the family and the Genet as the
"discourse" of the part object.
After the preliminary musings on Hegel's proper and common name, Derrida
writes: this legend "does not pretend to give a reading of Hegel's entire corpus,
texts, and designs, only of two figures. More precisely two figures in the process of
effacing themselves. [ . . ] First passage: the religion of flowers. [ . . ] Second
passage: the phallic column of India" [7-8a].
Derrida does not get to these passages until the very end of his book. In the
interim is an immense detour: love and family in God's revealed religion, marriage,
children, education; the choice of an Antigonal rather than Oedipal argument. The
detour is inaugurated thus: "to work in the name of Hegel, [ ... ] I have chosen to
draw on a certain string. It will appear too fine, strange, and fragile. It is the law of
the family: of Hegel's family, of the family in Hegel, of the concept of the family
according to Hegel" [10a].
An essay of this length cannot speak of the many riches of Derrida's discourse
on Hegel's discourse of the family: the curious development of Sittlichkeit in Hegel,
the elision of the difference between circumcision and castration, the discussion of
Medusa, the engagement with Kant, the reading of the Last Supper (the French Cene
yields a happy pun with scene), the constant marginalian play and much more.
Before summarizing the broad strokes of Derrida's reading, let me merely say that
the status of the family as concept or metaphor is never allowed to become quite
clear. Again and again Derrida comes back to summary statements as if to clinch yet
another argument about the family: "Love, the sensuous hearth of the family, is
infinite or it is not" [76a]. "The absolute circle which carries along and sublates its
tangents [ ... ] is the circle of the family" [245a]. It is as if the argument of the family
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constantly comes to an end and is re-opened, as if it repeats itself ad infinitum. Yet
each time, if the context is examined, a slightly displaced spiral ratherthan a repetitive circularityis discovered. In what follows, I pass over that dance step and paraphrase a text that should not perhaps be dealt with thus.
The Jew cannot understandthe combination of finite and infinite in the relationship between the Christianand his Divine Father:"He does not understand either
the finite or the infinite, either the measured or the immense, either the part or the
whole. More precisely, what he does not understand is neither this nor that, but the
commensurabilityor the passage between the two, the presence of the immense in
the determined, the beauty and immanence of the infinite in the finite" [99a].And in
the process he is perhaps denied an understandingof the philosophical proposition:
"In every proposition [Satz], the binding, agglutinating, ligamenting position of the
copula [Bindewort] is conciliates the subject and the predicate, interlaces one
around the other to form one sole being [Sein]. [ . .]

Now this conciliation which

supposes-de'jJ-a reconciliation, which produces in a way the ontological proposition in general, is also the reconciliation of the infinite with itself, of God with
Himself, of man with God as a unity of father-to-son" [67a]. In fact, the Jew is too
much bound by an understandingthat must keep the divine and the human separate
as master and slave; as such, he misses the play of metaphor and concept in all
conceptuality: "As soon as it ['the son is the father,' 'the father is the son'] cannot be
stated in the abstractlanguage of understanding, it requires a sort of metaphoricity.
Beyond the concept, this metaphoricityalso delivers the possibilityof all determined
concepts [ . . The structure of the non-conceptual conception of the concept"
[93a-95a].
Derrida'sreading produces the play of the "literal"human family from behind
Hegel's discussion of the "figurative"Holy Family:
The family never ceases to occupy the stage and yet one has the impression
that it is never a question of the family. The philosophical object named
"family"seems to hide itself ceaselessly. The onto-theological premises, the
infinite kernel of the family structure, of nomination, certainly of filiation,
are visible. But all the fundamental syllogistics is dominated by the relation-
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ship father/son of which one may ask if it opens or closes the possibility of
the family. [111a-112a]
By pointing at the effacement of woman in the Holy Family,Derridabrings us to
the question of marriage. He glances at Hegel's phallocentric feminism in passing:
woman is closer to the origin because Reason as activityhas not yet emerged in her;
in "a description of anatomic appearance," [129a] Derridapoints out Hegel's point
that the clitoris is passive, menstrual blood flows out, the blood of male tumescence
engorges; and so on. It is not surprisingthen, that, within the situation of marriage
"the Aufhebung of sexual difference is, manifests, expresses, stricto sensu, Aufhebung itself and in general" [128a].RejectingKant'spragmaticanthropology, "the
philosophy of the mind never states anything on the subject of the difference in sex
between spouses. Nothing more logical: everything must happen as if the spouses
had the same sex, were both bisexual or asexual. Aufhebung has operated" [143a].
Through a delicate piece of analysis, Derrida shows that the Hegelian thesis might
well be that marriageis impossible. Or, that the concept of marriageincorporates
that theocentric leap beyond understandingthat is the substance of sublation, and
that informs Christianlove as well.
In fact, for sublation to operate, there must not only be exchange but opposition: "We must think the speculative dialectics of marriage:the being-one (Einssein)
of the spouses, the consciousness of the one within the consciousness of the other,
such is the medium of exchange. Sexual opposition is sublated there. As means or
mediation, this medium has two sides: that by which the two spouses recognize
each other and sublate their difference; the other, by which this consciousness must
be as medium opposed to this and thus carrythe sublation. It is the child." [150a].
The education of the child, structurallyincorporated into the Hegelian concept
of marriageand the family, is what allows that structureto sublate itself in opposition
as well as exchange, to pose itself by denying itself: "the piety of the parents for the
children is moved by an originalemotion, knowing that its proper effectivity is exiled
in another-the child-that its proper for-itself is among others 'without return'"
[167a-168a]."What is education? The death of the parents, the formation of the
consciousness of the child, the Aufhebung of its unconscious in the form of ideality.
[ ... ] One's own death, when one contemplates it in one's child, is the death that
one denies, the death thatis, that is to say denied. When one says 'death is,' one says
death is denied, death is not to the extent that one poses it. Such is the Hegelian
thesis: philosophy, the pose of death" [151a-152a].Thus it is possible to say: "Consciousness does not relate to itself, does not totally resemble itself-does not become conscious-except in family" [154a]. The colloquialism of en famille-within
the closed circle of the clan that shares a secret-is indispensable here.
(Thisself-sublatingstructureof education which allows the familyto differ-defer
from itself remains masculinist: "Likeall formation, all imposition of form, it is on
the side of the male, here of the father, and because it carries the death of the
parents, it develops above all againstthe father. Butthe death of the father is nothing
but the real death of the mother, it corresponds to the idealization of the father"
[151a].The paternalisticideology of Oedipus informs the concept of the child.).
Yet, in the Greek theatre Hegel's choice is Antigone ratherthan Oedipus, that
female child who refuses to be educated. Derridaopens the Antigonal scene with a
characteristic gesture: "The Hegelian text remaining to be read, I here reform its
ellipse around two foci: the sepulchre, the link between brother and sister" [160a].
In the summary of Hegel's argument that I present below, the graph of displaced
oscillation to be found in Derrida'sfigure of the ellipse must be kept in mind.
The paradigmatic instance of the family's nominating function is burial: the
family member's body is not allowed to become part of the undifferentiated and
productive body of the earth. In the Phenomenology, Hegel writes: "the family
keeps away from the dead this dishonouring of him by the desires of unconscious
organic agencies and by abstractelements, puts its own action in place of theirs, and
weds the relative to the bosom of the earth, the elemental individualitythat passes
34
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not away. Thereby the family makes the dead a member of a community which
prevails over and holds under control the powers of the particular material elements
and the lower living creatures, which sought to have their way with the dead and
destroy him" [The Phenomenology of Mind, tr. J.B. Baillie, (Harper Torchbooks
Edition, New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1967), p. 472]. To reinterpret the organless
body of production and anti-production into a channelized genealogy: this is the
bad ideological moment in Deleuze and Guattari's historiography. For Hegel this
reinterpretation is the "last duty [which] thus accomplishes the complete divine
law." And the agent is not Oedipus the perennial father but Antigone who risks
death through an insistence upon giving her brother due burial against civil law.
"That sister who never becomes citizen, wife, mother. Dead before being able to
marry, she is fixed, seized, paralysed, transfigured in this character of the eternal
sister carrying with her her woman's desire" [169a]. She comes closest to arresting
the bisexual or asexual moment of ideal ideality. She is the unique example in the
system of a recognition unmixed with a natural relationship. "By the relationship
brother/sister the family is exceeded by itself" [188a].
The living brother, the educated male-child, goes off into the world and inaugurates it as the ethical world of the community and the polis of human law. To the
virgin sister falls the lot of preserving the divine law, of which the familial paradigm is
the funeral rite. In choosing Antigone, Hegel once again undermines the openended structure of the human family. (It is possible to meditate upon the relationship between this theory and the letters Derrida quotes, of Hegel as husband,
brother, man of the polis. How in a letter to his wife, Hegel reminds himself that
women, after all, care less about maxims and more about the singularity of the
individual character; with what pious composure he treats his crazy sister Nanette;
how the phenomenological eagle curtsies to the Napoleonic. To meditate also upon
the possibly of inserting the copiously quoted Pompes funebres of Genet within this
argument.)
It is this arrested moment of "internally fissured conservation"-another
version
of the Glas legend-that is actively contradicted by marriage, which "unites into one
from reality to unreality,
process the twofold movement in opposite directions-one
the downward movement of human law, organized into independent members, to
the danger and trial of death,-the
other, from unreality to reality, the upward
movement of the law of the nether world to the daylight of conscious existence. Of
these movements the former falls to man, the latter to woman" [Phenomenology, p.
482].
By this pattern the difference between Oedipus and Antigone is made clear.
Oedipus's crime is unwitting, hers witting. Antigone, whose parentage Hegel never
mentions, and who breaks the human law of the city deliberately, remains the mo-
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ment of the divine law in the moving structure of the family. Indeed, it is a moment
whose task is to control the oscillation of undecidability by encircling a certain
chiasmus in Hegel's own work. "What was to come [a venir=future] (from the
Romanworld to Kant)in the phenomenology of the mindwill have been passed [pass6
= past] in the philosophy of right (that is to say in the system of the encyclopedia).
[ . . ] This time [ . .. ] she is not the example of the dissolving of the ethicalin its
negative (abstractlaw, etc.) but of the constitution of the ethical against its negative.
Simultaneous effects of chiasmus and of the circle, of chiasmus encircled" [212a].
In a recent interview, Derridahimself suggests that, by means of the lever of the
ignoring of Oedipus, Glas attempts to analyse the phantasmof Absolute Knowledge
["Entre-crochets: entretiens avec Jacques Derrida," Digraphe 8 (1976), 97-114]. I
should like to think that the question of Antigone is not resolved so patently in the
text. To imagine so would be to ignore Genet. Forthe Hegel of Glas is as much to the
right (left) of Oedipus as Genet is to the left (right). It is also to ignore the textual
movement through which the phantasm of Sa is exposed: a miring movement of
autobiographywhich will not allow "analyticaldistance."
Close to the end of Glas the names of the great Hegel texts reduce themselves to
the lower case. The phenomenology of mind declares that absolute religion-as "a
scene of an absolute family"-is a representation of Absolute Knowledge. This
hardly existent limit between presence and its representation ("the origin of
literature-between the two") is also given in an ellipse. "Thisellipse, it is time-the
truth of space-between the last two chapters [Religion and Absolute Knowledge]
(the two last "times")of the phenomenology of mind: 'Whereasin itself this unity of
essence (Wesen) and of self (Selbst) is produced, consciousness has in addition
[aussi encore] (noch) this representation [Vorstellung] of its reconciliation but as

representation" [246a].
The entire point of the serpentine reading of Hegel in Glas has been repeatedly
to insist that this time (the truth of space-unity as representation) is the family
structure, and, in the process, "family"has perhaps become one of those nicknames
of differance or writing: "time passes (itself) only en famille" [248a]. But in that
structure, as Hegel himself pointed out in The Philosophy of Right, the human child
escapes and sublates the human parents. Yet the philosopher of completed circles
would like to bring the child back into the father, make speculative filiation absolutely self-sufficient in Absolute Knowledge. In order for the Antigonal scene of
divine law to function, for the divine son to become one with the divine Father, the

human mother must be dismissed as instrumental or idealized as Virgin, and the
human son must be killed and buried: "At the angle of the phenomenology of the
mind and of the Sa (of the greater logic), in the hinge, the tomb of the Son" [258a].
But the Sa is a text, the text "signifies," and it must be thought and read. We
need the structure of the fissured and self-sublating human family, not the phantasm
of the self-enclosed divine family. Derrida, like Marx (whose criticism of the Holy
Family Derrida quotes) a bastard Jewish child of Hegel, must break the seminar of the
Sa, sublate his father as Saturn did Jupiter, and start a Saturnalia:
How to think, that is to say be named outside of the family name? And how
to think the family outside of the circle or the trinitarian triangle? The question of method that shapes and undermines your reading already [deja]
inscribes the family name. It is a question of family. The family takes the part
of the system of the mind [or is the beneficiary of the system of the mind; or
yet is the sticky part of it-partie prenante]: it is a part and the whole of the
system. [27a]
Once again, the promise of returning the seed to the father in hermeneutics
must be opened up as dissemination. I think this is the sense of Derrida's remark:
"The Da [textual Being-there] of the Sa is not other than the movement of significamovement of "pure difference"-returns
tion" [256a]. In Hegel that movement-the
upon itself and closes the circle as meaning is aufgehoben into word and vice versa.
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Derrida will rewrite it as an argument of the reversible sheath, glove or gaine. It
seems appropriate that the passage where he hints this should be flanked, in the
discourse of
Genet column, by a discussion of aponeurosis:
neurosis-the
inside out and displaced.
Oedipus-turned
The final disseminatory Saturnalian breaking of the Seminar brings us back, with
a difference, to the two Hegelian moments of passage invoking which Glas began. To
put it another way, the work and thought of the family allow the reader to pass on.
The seminar is broken or thawed by cooking. We are in the heat of the religion
of the sun, the brdle-tout or burn-all. "Historically," Hegel writes, "the cult of light is
the point of view of the religion of the parsees (founded by Zoroaster)" [quoted in
265a]. This evokes Nietzsche as Zarathustra, the creator of Zarathustra, but also as
the anti-Zarathustra, and the creator of anti-Zarathustra, who wrote Thus Spoke
Zarathustra because things had started going wrong with Zarathustra and Friedrich
Nietzsche must start the counter-move [Ecce Homo, p. 328]. As Derrida prepares to
do a Nietzsche in the Hegel column, the scene of the father in the Algerian
synagogue is invoked in the Genet column.
"How can the self and the for-itself appear? How can the sun of the burn-all
broach its course and its decline?" It is the question of the gaine: "To be what it is,
purity of play, of difference, of consuming, the burn-all must pass into its contrary"
[267a]. Derrida finds the answer in a reading of Heidegger. The unconstrained gift
that is not an exchange, the holocaustic sacrifice of the burnt-offering, is the instituted trace that will broach the movement of history within this fulfilled sun-scene.
German expression
"In Zeit und Sein, the gift of es gibt [literally 'it gives'-the
corresponding to the English 'there is'] is given to thought before Sein [being] in es
gibt Sein [... ]" [269a].8 What is the gift? "This, perhaps: the process of a gift (before
exchange), a process which is not a process but a holocaust, a holocaust of the
holocaust, engages [pun on gaging, gambling, throwing the dice] the history of
being but does not belong to it. [ . . . ] The dialectics of religion, history of
philosophy (etc.), is produced as effect-reflection of a stroke of the gift in holocaust.
[ ... .] So that the gift remain one, you owe [dois]. You must [dois] at least receive it,
know it already, recognize it. Exchange has begun even if the counter-gift gives
nothing but the receiving of the gift" [270a].
The stroke of the gift is the "coup de don," a pun on "coup dedans" (stroke
within, the trace of history resident in plenitude), and a "coup de des" (the Mallarmean throw of dice, which in its turn is a "coup de de," stroke or blow of a D, the
autobiographical yet sacrificial reader-writer's gesture, the beginning of a signature
which shapes the seemingly originary text). I can suggest another legend here: in
Hegel's Phenomenology the religion of the sun changes and gives place to the
religion of flowers; Glas rewrites that story as the burn-all text of Zarathustra
(Nietzsche or anti-Nietzsche) giving place to the religion of flowers (Genet) through
a stroke of the autographical D, the coup de don. Absurd? But in a text that ranges
from the fart to the categorical imperative, absurdity is at home [en famille].
After the long slow reading of the family, we encounter a cantering commentary
on a few pages of Hegel. In these fast pages everything seems a Glas legend, thus
bringing to a head what is a pervasive characteristic of the book. On the right, the
relentless march of floral sex, using such words as dissemination and seminaire. On
the left the dissemination of the seminar of the Sa. The crypt emerges as we read of
cryptograms on the left and cryptogams on the right. (A nice play on antherection and
Derrida, a nice suggestion of anti-Derrida, anther-, anti-, ante- idea here: "Antheride
[Antheridie] names the male organ of the majority of Cryptogams" [210b]. The sun,
warming the stone, creates the Klang (resonance) that moves toward language; the
phallic column of India, tattooed, turns into a habitation. The "enigma" of the "first
language," "playing the contraries between conscious and unconscious, on two
8 The argument is pervasively implied in Heidegger.
For specific moments, one might look at
Being and Time, tr. John Macquarrie and Edward Robinson (New York: 1962), pp. 26-27, 102,
255-256, 270-271, 364.
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scenes at once," is "the structure of the veil [the truth- or nothing-covering hymen]
suspended by contraries" [284a]. Oedipus's resolution of the enigma is mentioned in
no more than a sentence; nothing to match the careful unraveling of Antigone.
There is "the Dionysiac circle," "the Bacchic delirium"; Apollo appears "though
certainly not named," and in the margin Hegel promises a manuscript at Easter. The
end of it is "in delirium, [where] the self (Selbst) loses consciousness; upon the
stadium, it is mind which is outside of itself" [291a]. This, I would suggest, is the
culmination of the breaking of a super-Oedipal, super-familial, asexual discourse,
delivered through a gesture of total filial complicity by Derrida.
This delirium-Nietzsche's
us for the Ecce Homo finish.
last madness-prepares
That finish is the dubious fulfillment of a promise made on pages 117-118b. Writing
on Genet's high-wire artist Derrida suddenly switches to a voice quite unlike the
famous deconstructor of verit6: "If you follow this thread, or another, [. . .] you
organize here, as in contraband [annulling the double bind argument of bander], all
that is necessary for a more or less complete, literally literal, reading of Zarathustra.
You can verify." Thus, with some hedging ("or another," "more or less complete"),
Derrida primes us for the elaborate yea-saying of the repeated deja-s. "But the
operation is not negative, it affirms a yea without limit, immense, prodigious, inaudible. And it constructs a sort of solid cross-beam, to suspend the bell in the middle
of two towers" [255b]. The yea must make room for the wild swing of glas. Even as,
in the Genet column, Derrida laments in the subjunctive: "How little were needed
[... ] to solder and weld the dcja of/to the absolute ancestor [aieul]"-the second half
of the sentence stands by itself, well away from the subjunctive, and carries the
power of a programmatic remark. The song from Zarathustra is in the communal first
person plural that opened Glas. The next scene is of the communal effort of
pyramid-building. But that "machine is still too simple, a precapital [column-]ist
mode of writing." The family or community is thus left behind. In a sense, it is also
not reached. For Glas does not establish the truly plural organographic [251b] writing
of the disseminated self. The last words on both sides give us miscalculation and
debris: "But it runs to its loss, for having counted without .. ." and "today, here,
now, the debris of..."
Part of the fiction of the Hegel column then, is to connect, to perform a rite of
passage, and then to show the family in disseminating action. The Genet column
seems to resist such connecting moves. Speaking of Melanie Klein's radical concept
of the part object, where the authoritative parental body is fragmented into breast
and penis, Deleuze and Guattari are disappointed: Klein seems to subsume the
concept too quickly under the Oedipal rhythm; better to have recognized that the
infant's first perceptions of the parents are not as sovereign authors of his being, but
as fragments belonging to the ebb and flow of production. But, at however many
removes, production as seen by Anti-Oedipus imposes at least the continuity of a
counter-history. Even the non-clinical schizophrenic must be constituted by his clinical definition. Derrida's Genet-column, sanctuary of "part objects" (not merely the
privileged penis and breast, but pasties, dildoes, grape-cluster crotch-covers,
wooden leg, tube of vaseline, "galalith" alarm clock, peristaltic paragraphs adrift on
the page, fragmented words and sentences as well as unintegrated dictionary entries), would refuse such an anti-Oedipal subsuming under the ideology of
"schizophrenia." He would even seem to refuse to subsume it into the well-linked
story of mourning by devouring (closely allied as it is in his own "cryptic" autographical practice), as developed in Freud, Karl and Nicolas Abraham, Melanie Klein,
Maria Torok. [The bibliographical apparatus in "Fors" is useful here]. Indeed, he
uses the privileged example of this mourning-discourse: eating and defecating; and
he displaces them into an alimentary canal that would be a place of swallowing milky
globules or sperm, of gurgling, spitting, vomiting, farting, as well as shitting and
eating.
Would be. For of course this too is a written text and, as in all writing, the pull
toward an allegoric closure, a graspable kernel of continuous meaning, is strong.
Indeed, as the column starts, it seems quite coherently, though mysteriously and
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intermittently, theoretical about some allegory of reading and signature. Soon the
theoretical language becomes increasingly capricious though no less legendary in
our sense, and settles into dis-integrated crosshatched "bit"-s distracted by marginalia. Throughout the column, Derrida must also point at the mourning-stories in
Genet's "novels"-for Harcamone, for Notre-Dame-des-fleurs, for J.D. (Jean Decarnin!), and for his unknown mother. These gestures remain little more than repeated
citations and monstrations.
Among the first monstrations is a chain of three words beginning with cata:
Catachresis, catafalque, cataglottism. They seem linked, but the accompanying lexical entries show that they are not, really. Cata- in the first is "against," in the second
"cat" (name of a war-machine by catachresis) or "to see," in the third "research." If

Ilk

the Hegel column seems to follow the method of establishing both expository and
familial connections in order to pass through them, here we see the model of connections that exist only by sleight of hand; by the "arbitrary" fact that catachresis
("application of a term to a thing which it does not properly denote" [OED], catafalque (place to rest a coffin) and cataglottism (use of pompous words; also, kissing
with the tongue) seem all to belong to this column. Here the very language is kept
catachrestic, and this chain of words might be its signal. Indeed Derrida quotes the
or
dictionary entry that points out that the French name of language-langue
a
catachresis.
tongue-is
Quite arbitrarily, in the middle of this column, Derrida chooses to celebrate the
ALC of Genet's BALCon, a sort of minuscule glas in reverse (cla), for it begins to
"sound and clack" as Derrida wends his way to the first authorial directive: "You too
must shape and undermine [travailler] like an organist the word of tongue." This is
] for whom?"
marginalia; in the body of the column, "Stake of the signature [ .
questions the fixity of an ideal reader whom an author might direct.
I shall follow the catachrestic directive, however slippery, and not attempt to
string the Genet text together into a proper discourse. To reproduce the technique
of countering continuity would be to re-cite most of the text: repeated evocations of
moments in Genet's writing, dense, playful fragmented marginalia of what might be
theory, but is never allowed properly to coagulate. The Genet text and the Derrida
text come more and more to resemble themselves. Genet is (almost) Derrida is
(almost) Genet is . . . . The legend of the operation of the text is everywhere indefinitely perpetrated. For instance this description of convicts defecating:
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The "punished," the round of the "punished" who hold themselves strictly
upright, resembling each other and silently substituting one for the other
like letters on a page, one in the place of the other, one counting for the
other, the glaviau [gob] which resounds in cadence against the walls of the
grotto as a natural or moist glas, hard and smeared, the glory of solid
excrement which is raised in the incorporeal song of the smell when everything "falls," breaks down, leans, provoking the liquid staff to splash up on
high, toward the naked bottom, there is an entire mobile glossary, more
active by the words that are lacking, by everything that picks your pocket at
the moment that you saunter in the text as a tourist, eyes fixed on that which
the native would really like to show you, negligently, of his operation. [48b]
But, as Freud would ask his ideal analyst, "keep floating, don't catch at anything," so
Derrida cautions us "after the fact"--apres le coup, after the shit falls, "it will be too
late."
I will not string the pieces together. I shall quote a few passages, sew them on to
my text, and there make an end. First, where the operational legend is positively
mock-heroic and the polysemic-allegoric exhortations can only lead to disseminatory
hilarity; second, where, in a voice quite unlike that of the Hegelian reader of the left
column, Derrida rages against the ideology of castration; and finally, how the
mother rises in the text nonetheless.
First, then, the impossible and mock-heroic directions for glas-ic readings:
Now reconstitute the chain which moves the glas machine (you will re-bind
[relierez; pun on relirez = will re-read] all its pieces further on [a doubtful
promise, like all promises]), its rings, its links: the erection (of the cuppable
flower), the undulation of the creepers (or the ivy: here the whiplash) [play
on I: lianes-lierres-lanicres], the rhetorical reading of lilies and of the bed
[lis-lit--the latter hiding lire-= to read] (here the coffin recumbent upon the
the unsheathed
clock which strikes a
virgin mother) [catafalque],
like
contract-and
milky sperm, "by continuous short
everything drips
shocks" (it is written like that [comme ca-the pa recalling id]). [31b]
Again,
Being a question of graft in any case and in every sense, the principle of
reason is perhaps no longer legal tender. [ ... ] For the moment, the
operation would therefore consist of simply transporting the graft from the
paranthetic [a "definition" established on the previous page], without
knowing if it bleeds or not, and then, after the drawing off and a certain
treatment which above all does not consist of healing, of putting back in
place of re-sewing, the whole perhaps does not subside into its restored
constitution but rather more than ever dovetails into it. [143b]
And so it goes, all about the relationship of the part (object) to the whole, a relationship forever held at bay. (In "Hors Livre," hinting that the closed circle of Absolute
Knowledge must be read or thought through a vehicle infinitely smaller than itself,
Derrida writes of Hegel: "the whole then acts through [is a question of-s'agit alors
de] a 'part' that is greater than itself.. ." [La Dissemination, p. 62].
Of the countless instances, I shall quote one more, and then pass on to my
second group. This passage is more an example of dissemination as polysemy or
over-determination gone wild than of directions for a glas-ic reading. We are reading
of a Genet character-Pepe-(nickname
for Jos&-Joseph) and the circumflex accent
on gendt, when it is a common name rather than a proper. One is not quite sure why
the two topics come together, although exegetical ingenuity will alway be able to
fabricate a reason. Here is the passage:
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Joseph "is" (binds) therefore a daughter, almost, in erection ("From the
opening emerged a solid neck, as broad as the head. When he turned it
without moving his chest, an enormous tendon stood out") [Thiefs Journal,
p. 37], the circumflex an old blind Oedipus who mounts to Calvary supported by his daughter, but his daughter is his father for whom he takes the
latter
place of sceptre or sword or sword-lily [glaive or glaieul-the
thereis
He
=
without
march
the
on
No
gl.
ancestor].
Oedipus
glas+aieul
fore his father's phallus which is at once his mother and his daughter. What
does that run off to. [199b]
"No Oedipus on the march without gl." That could be a clear legend of Glas:
fanOedipus on the left-a conservative familial reading guarding its own asexual
in
the
us
the
of
the
on
producwhirling
tasies; gl
part object keeping
right-the play
tion of the body. One might quote the Maria Torok of "L'objet perdu-moi": "According to Freud, the cleavage of the ego is in fact manifested in a 'double current'
[ .. . ]. A conformist current which however lacks an adequate effectivity and an enigmatic current, translating-in a cryptic way-the identification of one of the protagonists of the scene." ["L'objet perdu-moi: Notations sur I'identification endocryptique," Revue francaise de psychanalyse, 3 (1975), 417]. But that is idle speculation. As I have already suggested, Derrida will not pick up the thread in the Genet
column.
So I come to my second group: rage against the ideology of castration: the
discovery of the possibility of castration as the discovery of geneaology and hence of
textuality, of Law and hence of language, of sexual difference and hence of the
phallus (plus or minus) as the signifier; all texts in turn signifying the scenario of this
discovery. I have mentioned Derrida's love for the Freud text that suggests that the
fetish does not necessarily signify the castrated mother's penis; the best of them are
undecidable. These growls, in the tonality of the right-hand column, make sense
within this framework: "Faced with all the plagues of Egypt, one imagines the doctors shaking their heads and intoning: castration, fetishism, castration of the mother,
fetishism, castration, castration I tell you, castration again. [ . . . ] If we had the
imprudence to comment, and if we wanted to preoccupy ourselves with psychological furniture [...]"
[239b, 240b].
Castration must consort with its own opposite. So runs the graphic of antherection. Here are formulae to that effect, where the twist of the word-order problematizes the proposition: "The undecidable is it not the undeniable" [252b]. "Penlike the clapper of a truth that leans,
dulum of the belfry, the fetish oscillates-
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The undeniable is the uncastrable.
That is not to say that there is
that clno castration but that this there is has no place. There is that one cannot slice
between the two recognized contrary functions of the fetish [ .
]" [255b-256b].
Cut now to the third group, the rising of the castrated-uncastrated mother in
Genet's text. Genet is, of course, a convenient figure for Derrida. A witting criminal,
he can be played off of The Philosophy of Right. A homosexual, he will lend himself
to the thematics of the undecidability of the sexes. A lover/hater of flowers, he allows
Derrida to contemplate the problematics of the flowers of rhetoric and of
anthology-making: "And to translate that the Flower, which signifies (symbolizes,
metaphorizes, metonymizes, etc.) the phallus, once caught in the syntax of the
culpable, signifies death, decapitation, beheading? Anthologos signifying the signifier signifying castration?
"It would be to stop once again, and in the name of the law, of truth, of the
symbolic order [Lacan, of course], the march of an unknown: its glas, which is the
question here." [36b] And, "those who would believe that the flower signified,
symbolized, metaphorized, metonymized, that I was in the process of [... ] classifying the flowers of rhetoric, of combining them, ordering them [ . . . around the
phallic arch [the project of rewriting classical rhetoric in terms of psychoanalysis,
perhaps], are gone. [ ... ] Gone therefore [ ... ] the archeologues, the rhetoricians,
the poeticians [Foucault, Genette, Barthes? no use deciphering here], perhaps all
readers who still believe, in literature or whatever" [50b].
Items could be multiplied. And now, the fact that Genet was obsessed by the
figure of the mother who had given him her name (and thus allowed him to avoid the
patronymic as the proper name) and abandoned him, permits Derrida to broach the
mother-with or without phallus-and her inevitable appearance, which organizes
the scene of the part object, even if minimally. I cite two crucial examples:
The first passage arrives at the end of the evocation of the most spectacular and
unctuous part object in the book: Genet's tube of vaseline. The tube is itself part of an
anecdote in the Thief's Journal [pp. 19-22]. Here it leads to passages of intole'rable
gl(a)siosity--"gl which is spread, cut, is recovered, drips from everywhere, overflows
through all the orifices [ ... ]" [164b]. But alas, the part object cannot participate in
discourse without moving toward whol-ing, for discourse must en-chain [enchainer].
The unctuosity of the contents of the tube remind Genet of a female mourner. (Yet
another example of the orchestration of the relationship without rapport between
the two columns: Antigone with her mourning lamp occurs precisely here on the
left.) Genet describes the intervention of the discourse of a lost familial fantasy:
"describing it, I recreate this small object, but look how an image intervenes"
[quoted on 165b]. Even if we avoid the Oedipal father, the mother of undecidability
might slip in; and indeed the image that intervenes is that of the fish-faced, moony,
thieving mother-woman.
The organizers of the customary discourse of the part object would have it that
the mourning child spends his life trying to put together the bits of the encrypted
object. Derrida's Genet is allowed the freedom of failing to put together his mother's
name. (There can be no asexual angelic Annunciation in the Genet column as there
had been in the Immaculate Conception: "making the child unknowingly [ . . . ] is
the place of Gabriel, the problematic place of an Annunciation" [249a].) Some letters
are missing and GABRIELLE
cannot be spelled. Derrida has been unable to put together his own signature or his patronymic throughout. The Father's name or the
name of Truth remains behind the veil, where there might be nothing. The Mother's
name brings up that emptiness, the hymen at the center, on to the Genet column;
the inability to spell Gabrielle results in the only blank space on the page, the only
empty niche in Derrida's book [290b]. And Derrida, who has commented lengthily
on the jealous God of the Jews and the jewgreek Immanuel Kant, finishes with her
thus before turning to his own "absolute ancestor": "I begin to be jealous of his
mother who could, to infinity, change her phallus without being dismembered."
And then the enigmatic sentence, telescoping the phantasm of the IC, which needs a
phantom and an immortal father: "Hypothesis [foundation for a thesis, feminine in
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dieuvenue pere en
French] godcome father in itself of not being there"
[Hypothese

soi de n'"tre pas !M][290b].

Does Derrida thus acknowledge rather than merely analyze, the need for the
phantasm of one closure or another: For "Gl protects against the schize that glas
produces" [264bj]? It serves as the title, the headpiece (however questioned) of his
book, the godfather if not the father of the schizo. Derrida's practice remains dragging or dredging [229b] while the sea-mother [mer-mere] remains intact. Undecidability can only be mimed in what he has called the "legend." If the verbal text could
effectively present the undecidability of narrator, narrataire, author, reader, critic,
audience, there would be none. On that level, Derrida can only "repeat" the notion
in non-identical and playful ways.
The autobiographical gesture undoing the privilege of the deconstructor remains a winning-losing game: "If I write two texts at once, you cannot geld me. [ . .]
I divide my act and my desire [ . . . ]. I geld myself-I remain thus-and I 'play at
coming.' " But such cunning self-protection, such ignoring of the conventions of a
so-called unified text, might also lead to a perpetual non-transference between writer and reader. And, however plural your text may be, it is written one stroke at a
time: "For if my text is (were) impregnable [imprenable: pun on ungraspable], it will
(would) not be taken [ . . . ]. Who would be punished, in that economy of the
undecidable. [ ... ] I win and lose my dart in every case" [77b].
III
Glas catches a Derrida in amber, though split and cracked. After Glas, he seems
more systematically occupied with the exploration of the textuality of the horstexte-the thing, the act: Heidegger, Ponge, Blanchot; Marx, Austin, Searle. Further
yet, he has begun to examine the thou shalt (il faut). Not much word of that in Glas
yet. Although, perhaps the authorial directives (thou shalt read thus) and the autobiographical gesture (I must write myself), foreshadow that exploration; deja ....
Postscript. This morning the uncorrected proofs of the second part of the Digraphe
interview (see page 36) arrived on my desk: Ja, ou le faux-bond. I refer the reader to
its coming appearance, and deliver my reading. This compte rendu cannot be interminable.
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